A device for supporting equipment and for attaching to an apparatus. The device includes a tray which supports the equipment and which includes a mounting location. The device also includes a back plate which is configured to engage the mounting location. The back plate is also attached to the apparatus. The mounting location may include a tooth and notch, a step or other types of mounts that engage the back plate. The device is suitable for supporting a computer or other equipment, and for attaching to an exercise apparatus or other apparatus.
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This International Searching Authority found multiple (groups of) inventions in this international application, as follows:

1. claims: 1-10

A) A device for supporting equipment and for attaching to an apparatus, comprising:
B) a tray which supports the equipment and
C) which includes a mounting location; and
D) a back plate
E) which is configured to engage the mounting location and which is attached to the apparatus.
Object: to provide a device whose supporting tray is mounted (coupled, connected or engaged) with an attaching back plate.

2. claims: 11-16

A) A device for supporting equipment and for attaching to an apparatus, comprising:
B) a tray which supports the equipment and
F) which includes an upward lip and at least one downward tooth and notch; and
D) a back plate
G) which includes an opening with a bottom edge and a top edge having a back surface;
H) wherein the upward lip engages the back surface and the at least one downward tooth and notch engage the bottom edge.
Object: to provide a device wherein the tray is releasably engaged with the back plate.

3. claims: 17-20
A) A device for supporting a computer laptop and for attaching to an exercise apparatus, comprising:
B) a tray for supporting the computer laptop,
C) the tray including a mounting location
F) comprising an upward lip and a plurality of downward pointing teeth and notches;
D) a back plate
G) which includes an opening to receive the mounting location, the opening having a bottom edge and a top edge having a back surface and inwardly curved lip;
I) wherein the tray is adjustably mounted to the back plate by the upward lip engaging the back surface or the inwardly curved lip, and one of the downward teeth and notches engaging the bottom edge; and
J) a strap attaching the back plate to the exercise apparatus.
Object: to provide a device which is releasably attachable to an exercise device.